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Meet Todd

● Marketing & Advertising
(11-50 employees)

● Audio, video, and web design

Toddʼs Advice

“BrowserStack was recommended to 
us six years ago and we've not found 
any reason to search elsewhere. It does 
everything that we need a testing tool 
like this to do…I honestly don't know 
of any scenarios where you wouldn't 
want this tool in your box.”

See Toddʼs full review

BrowserStack  customer story 
independently published on 
TrustRadius January 2022. This 
review was incentivized.

Why Todd Needed BrowserStack:
“BrowserStack is a tremendous tool for us to test our website 
development projects with a continuously evolving list of devices and 
browsers. It connects our project pages directly with the actual mobile 
devices, not just an emulator. We have never been let down by using its 
tools to confirm that our responsive designs are working properly across 
all technologies.”

How Todd Uses BrowserStack:
“This is the only tool we use for testing new websites or updates. With 
automation and a wide expanse of devices, OS, and browsers, it's our 
one-stop solution for making sure our sites will look proper across the 
board. Within minutes we can test our projects and have confidence that 
they'll work in the real world.”

What Todd Likes Most About BrowserStack:
“The connection to real devices instead of emulators gives us much more 
confidence in the views we're getting. The GUI is extremely easy to 
navigate, allowing us to quickly jump from device to device and various 
browsers within the device.” 

What Todd Has Achieved with BrowserStack:
“Return on investment:
● It saves us thousands of dollars in not having to buy the devices 

ourselves.

● It saves us time because we can do all of our testings from a single 
device, even passing the URLs between devices to save the step of 
calling up pages.

● We can have a production person run the tests without needing to 
be skilled at using the individual devices.”

Score  10 / 10 

“This testing tool meets our every need.”
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